
Natural by choice
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K-PROOF®: NATURE, INNOVATION, CHARME

K-PROOF® is the new and exclusive line 
of natural stones coming from the quarries around 
the world and carefully selected by Marmotex.
The stones of this collection are highly resistant to impacts 
and scratches and now, thanks to the exclusive K-PROOF® 
treatment, they are also totally stain - and waterproof, food 
contact safe, easy to clean and resistant over the time: 
Marmotex For Kitchen is unique.
Each original slab can be identified by the registered 
trademark K-PROOF® printed on the back as a further
guarantee of quality and uniqueness of the product.
K-PROOF® slabs are resistant to the most aggressive 
everyday food stains: oil, coffee, wine and all food and 
beverages in general. This versatility makes “Marmotex For 
Kitchen” collection particularly suitable for kitchens, bathrooms 
and any other furniture destination for indoor and outdoor.
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100% 
NATURAL 

STONE
Quality, experience, passion: the exclusive charme of K-PROOF® stones.
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Waterproof and resistant to the most aggressive everyday food stains such as oil, 
vinegar, lemon juice, coffee, wine.

STAIN RESISTANT
Waterproof and durable, a long lasting certainty.

HIGH 
RESISTANCE 
TO THERMAL 

SHOCK
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FOOD 
CONTACT 

SAFE
Test and create safely.

 

You can slice and kneed right on your K-PROOF® kitchen top as it is completely stein resistant 
and highly resistant to scratches, to ensure full suitability for the contact with food.
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UNIQUE 
TREATMENT

K-PROOF® is the solution that enhances any work space 
and gives the pleasure of living the kitchen.
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CERTIFIED 
TREATMENT

K-PROOF® is a new exclusive Marmotex manufacturing.
All the treated slabs are K-PROOF® signed and certified.
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K-PROOF®  POINTS OF STRENGTH K-PROOF®   FINISHES AND MATERIALS
K-PROOF® slabs are available in “Sandlite” and “Satinato” finishes. 
“Polished” finish is available as well on request.

Being stone a natural product, the colours are only indicative.

Food contact safe

100% natural stone

High resistance to scratches

Highly resistant to foodstuffs
(oil, lemon, wine, vinegar, coffee etc.)

High impact resistance

High resistance to thermal shock

Highly resistant to chromatic variations  

Easy to clean and maintain with neutral cleanser

Exclusive and certified Made in Italy treatment

 PACIFIC GREY

 GAJA DARK

 GAJA MOON  GAJA SAND

 GAJA VENUS

 IPANEMA BLACK

 GAJA GOLD ATLANTIC PEARL
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Marmotex s.r.l.

Via dell’Industria Est, 29

37010 Rivoli Veronese (VR) ITALY

  T. +39 045 9583283 - 6269470

F. +39 045 9583299   

info@marmotex.it

www.k-proof.it

Sede amministrativa

    Via Romagna, 15

    29017 Fiorenzuola d’Arda (PC) ITALY

    T. +39 0523 983914 - 987034

    F.+39 0523 981412

    amministrazione@marmotex.it
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K-PROOF®is a registered trademark of Marmotex s.r.l.


